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Topic & Goals: This paper investigates the so-called V de O clefts in (northern) Mandarin Chinese. I 

show that among the common generalizations about this pattern, some hold (e.g., exhaustive focus, 

obligatory past time reading) while others do not (e.g., adjacency effect, term focus restriction). I 

argue that the whole updated range of data can be explained if we take the functional hierarchy to 

contain the following four projections: (i) a FocP selected by the specificational copula shi; (ii) a 

PredP immediately below FocP, which corresponds to a predicative small clause (SC); (iii) an Asp*P 

(Ramchand & Svenonius 2014) headed by de as the core of SC subject merged in SpecPredP; (iv) a 

null DP (event-type pro) as the SC predicate merged in CompPredP (summarizable as: COP [FocP Foc 

[PredP [(…)Asp*P V de O] Pred [DP e-pro]]]). V de O clefts are derived when the extended “eventive” 

projection minimally containing Asp*P is focus-moved to SpecFocP (mostly in a pied-piped way), 

followed by the raising of the pro-predicate. 

Background: Chinese V de O clefts are a focus marking pattern involving both the copula shi and a 

post-verbal functional element de (see 1 below). The following claims are often made about this 

pattern: (i) the focus conveyed is exhaustive; (ii) the focused element always immediately follows the 

copula; (iii) only arguments/adjuncts can be focused (i.e., term focus only); (iv) a past time reading is 

obligatory; (v) markers of tense/aspect/modality (TAM) are forbidden (1a′). The similarity with 

English it-clefts shown in (i&ii) often leads one to assume the presence of an overt focus-

presupposition bipartition in V de O clefts as well (Paul & Whitman 2008; Hole 2011), commonly 

associated with the copula. The distinctive properties (iii-v), on the other hand, are mostly attributed 

to the functional element de, variously analyzed as T0 (Simpson & Wu 2002), Asp0 (Paul & Whitman 

2008), C0 (Hole 2011), etc.  

(1) a. Shi Zhangsan mai  de  mianbao.             [subject focus] 

    be  Zhangsan  buy  DE  bread 

    ‘It was Zhangsan who bought the bread.’ 

a′. *Shi   Zhangsan {hui  mai / mai le   / keyi mai/ mei   mai} de   mianbao. 

       be    Zhangsan  will buy   buy PFV can  buy  NEG buy   DE  bread 

       Int.: ‘It is/was Zhangsan who {will / has / could / did not} buy/bought the bread.’ 

b. Zhangsan  shi  zai  zheli mai  de mianbao.          [adjunct focus] 

    Zhangsan  be  at   here  buy  DE bread 

    ‘It was here that Zhangsan bought the bread.’ 

Evidence: Contrary to the claim (iii) above, V de O clefts can also express non-term focus, with the 

right predicates, prosody and context (stress indicated by underline): 

(2) c. Zhangsan shi  mai  de  mianbao.              [object focus] 

    Zhangsan  be  buy  DE  bread 

    ‘It was the bread that Zhangsan bought.’ 

d. Zhangsan shi  mai  de  mianbao.                [verb focus] 

    Zhangsan  be buy  DE  bread  

    ‘Zhangsan BOUGHT the bread (, instead of baking it himself).’  

e. Zhangsan  shi mai de miaobao.                                            [VP focus] 

    Zhangsan  be  buy DE  bread 

    ‘It was buying bread that Zhangsan did.’  

    (as an answer to “What did Zhangsan do for the family dinner?”)  

f. Shi Zhangsan xian da de wo!                                   [proposition focus] 

    be  Zhangsan  first  hit DE 1SG 

    ‘(It is that) Zhangsan hit me first!’  

    (as an answer to “Why did you hit Zhangsan?”) 

Moreover, the focus-bearing element does not always follow the copula immediately. In addition to 

obvious cases with object focus as in (2c), examples like below also demonstrate the lack of 

adjacency effect, where focus can be shifted to elements not adjacent to shi via stress placement: 



(3) Zhangsan shi zuotian   qi-che  qu de faguo. 

Zhangsan be yesterday ride-bike go DE France 

i.     ‘It was yesterday that Zhangsan went to France by bike.’  

ii. ? ‘It was by bike that Zhangsan went to France yesterday.’ 

iii.? ‘It was France that Zhangsan went to by bike yesterday.’  

iv.   ‘It was yesterday and by bike that Zhangsan went to France.’  

v. * ‘It is/was the case that Zhangsan went to France by bike yesterday.’ 

Readings (i-iii) can be obtained with narrow stress on the respective focused constituent, whereas 

(iv&v) are obtained/intended with a relatively neutral prosodic pattern. The non-availability of (v), as 

opposed to (iv), suggests that the event in question has to be existentially presupposed; in other words, 

its existence cannot be conveyed as new information.  

Analysis: In order to derive all the possible data, I argue for the existence of four key projections in 

the functional hierarchy of Chinese V de O clefts. To begin with, a FocP hosting identificational focus 

is selected by the specificational copula shi, bringing about the exhaustivity effect. Immediately below 

the FocP is a PredP (as argued by Shlonsky & Rizzi 2018 for inverse copular constructions): it 

represents the predicative small clause from which the specificational/inverse variant is derived. The 

SC subject (i.e., SpecPredP) is minimally an Asp*P headed by de and the SC predicate (i.e., 

CompPredP) is a null DP: the former encodes perfective aspect, existentially closing off an event 

(Ramchand & Svenonius 2014); the latter is a pro-predicate (Moro 1997) referring to an eventive 

discourse referent (i.e., a bounded event already existing in the discourse context).  

Two steps of movement are key to deriving the V de O pattern: first, an extended “eventive” 

projection minimally containing Asp*P is focus-moved to SpecFocP (mostly pied-piped by some 

narrow focus within its domain); then, the pro-predicate is raised to the clausal subject position 

above the copula, with topical elements preceding it (as schematized below): 

I.                                        COP [FocP [(…)Asp*P V de O]i Foc [PredP     ti   Pred [DP e-pro]]] 

II. (Topic) [TP [DP e-proj]… COP [FocP [(…)Asp*P V de O]  Foc           …                   tj     ]] 

Crucially, focus can fall on various elements within the extended “eventive” projection: verb/object as 

part of the event description in the V-domain, subject/adjunct as event modifiers in the T-domain, or 

the modified event as a whole. The obligatory past reading is entailed by the existential closure of the 

event presupposed by the speaker and most TAM material is banned as a result of contradicting it. 

Further issues: 1. Nature of de considering (i) de1 in V de O vs de2 in V O de (D0+Asp*/Fin*? cf. 

Pietraszko 2019); 2. Possible unified analysis of all Chinese cleft patterns, bare or non-bare (cf. Cheng 

2008)? 3. Difference between de in V de O vs verbal le (commonly-assumed perfective marker)? 
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